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SAFETY  
FIRST

Visit 

flexaworld.com 

and read more 

about product 

safety.



WE GROW 

TOGETHER

CABBY is a collection of different storage units, 
just perfect for the child‘s room decor. 

The CABBY collection can be combined in 
many different ways to fit your child‘s needs.

The CABBY collection includes a wide range of 
chests, cupboards, bookcases and wardrobes.

Timeless Danish design, with smooth rounded 
corners, soft close and easy grip. 

CABBY is made of high-quality MDF, and the 
design allowes you to create a customised 

storge solution.

CABBY system building parts have the same 
depth and width, making the storage  

combination process even easier.



STORAGE



H:36 L:101 W:56,5
Item no: 81-25701-40Item no: 81-25702-40

H:36 L:51,3 W:56,5

H:74,2 L:72 W:43,3
Item no: 81-25301-40Item no: 81-25302-40

H:51,2 L:101 W:56,5

H:40,8 L:38,5 W:43,5
Item no: 81-25101-40



CUPBOARD



H:51,2 L:101 W:56,5

Item no: 81-25402-40

Item no: 81-25401-40

H:74,2 L:72 W:43,5



BOOKCASE



HUTCH

H:135,2 L:72 W:34,5
Item no: 81-25520-40 Item no: 81-25203-40

H:63,2 L:72 W:34,5

Item no: 81-25707-40

H:135,5 L:125,2 W:34,2

BOOKCASE



WARDROBE



H:135,2 L:101 W:56,5
Item no: 81-25501-40

H:202,2 L:101 W:56,5 H:202,2 L:51,3 W:56,5

Item no: 81-25502-40 Item no: 81-25503-40



ACCESSORY



Item no: 81-25706-40

Item no: 82-70129-40

H:22 W:72 D:43,5

H:4,7 W:48,4 D:2,6

Item no: 82-60022

H:7,4 Ø:6,5

H:10 Ø:5,5

Item no: 82-60021-40

WHEELS

EXTRA LEGS CHANGING TABLE UNIT

COVER STRIP



COLLECTION

OVERVIEW



Storage

Wardrobe

Bookcase

Cupboard

WE
GROW

TOGETHER
See more

about CABBY on
flexaworld.com

Item no: 81-25520-40 Item no: 81- 25203-40 Item no: 81-25707-40

H:63,2 L:72 W:34,5 H:135,5 L:125,2 W:34,2H:135,2 L:72 W:34,5

Item no: 81-25501-40 Item no: 81-25502-40 Item no: 81-25503-40

H:202,2 L:101 W:56,5 H:202,2 L:51,3 W:56,5H:135,2 L:101 W:56,5

Item no: 81-25401-40 Item no: 81-25402-40

H:74,2 L:72 W:43,5 H:51,2 L:101 W:56,5

Item no: 82-60021-40 Item no: 81-25706-40 Item no: 82-60022

H:22 L:72 W:43,5 H:7,4 Ø:6,5H:10 Ø:5,5

 Item no: 81-25101-40

H:36 L:51,3 W:56,5 H:40,8 L:38,5 W:43,5
Item no: 81-25702-40

H:36 L:101 W:56,5
Item no: 81-25701-40

H:51,2 L:101 W:56,5
Item no: 81-25302-40

H:74,2 L:72 W:43,3
Item no: 81-25301-40

Storage  

accessories

CABBY 

Collection



Scandinavian design
Simple silhouettes, clean lines and 
natural materials define the minimalistic 
Scandinavian style that characterises 
FLEXA’s design. Four times FLEXA has 
been awarded with the Red Dot Design 
Award, which is one of the most prestigious 
accolades in the world.

Expert knowledge
In-depth knowledge about children’s 
development, trend forecasts, focus group 
interviews, consumer tests, comprehensive 
knowledge about the applicable legislation, 
and more than 45 years of experience are 

key pillars of our insight in creating furniture 
that meet the ever-changing needs of the  
growing child.

Safe design
Children are curious, lively and playful, 
which is why safety is considered in all 
aspects of our products, and why our 
products comply with the world’s strictest 
safety requirements.

Functionality
Functionality and flexibility are the essence 
of FLEXA. Many of our furniture items can 
be reconfigured, have multiple functions, 
and are designed to optimise the space in 
the child’s room to meet the ever-changing 
needs of the growing child.

Pure materials
All of our materials have been carefully 
chosen to provide maximum safety for 
children and to protect the environment. 
We treat our products with environmentally 
safe UV- or water-based varnishes that are 
free from formaldehydes and solvents. They 
contain no hazardous substances at all. All of 

our furniture complies with the strictest EU 
standard “Chemical harmlessness”, giving our 
customers the peace of mind that their child 

can grow up in a healthy environment.

Playfulness
At FLEXA we see play as one of the primary 
drivers of learning in the lives of children. 
That’s why we develop and design playful 
products with the purpose of promoting 
children’s development.

Quality and 
Craftmanship
We put passion and attention to detail 
in all aspects of design, finish and choice 
of materials, which makes our furniture 
extremely durable and robust, and 
ensures it lasts a lifetime. To us this is true 
craftsmanship.

OUR BRAND 
VALUES





FLEXA

Hornsyld Industrivej 4
8783 Hornsyld

Denmark

Phone: +45 7668 8055
Mail: flexa@flexa.dk 
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